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Abstract - This paper proposes a novel control strategy for grid connected VSC with LCL filters by using Fuel cell and PV cell. The proposed control strategy is inherently capable of attenuating the resonance phenomenon of such systems. This is an advantage over the existing methods which require additional damping techniques. Moreover the proposed vector control strategy is able to fully decouple the direct (d) and quadrature (q) components of the current in a rotating reference frame. The design procedure comprises a constrained optimization-based loop shaping. It utilizes the multi-input multi-output (MIMO) nonparametric model of the system along with a high-order linearly parameterized MIMO controller to form an open-loop transfer function matrix. Minimizing the second norm of the error between the open-loop transfer function matrix and a desired one the coefficients of the controller are optimally determined. Conducting several reference tracking scenarios the performance of the proposed vector controller is evaluated both by means of time domain simulation studies in MATLAB/Simulink and experimental results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DUE TO THE rapid development of renewable-energy related technologies pulse width modulation (PWM) voltage-source converters (VSCs) are attracting significant interest and attention as the interfacing unit between such energy resources and the utility grid. Moreover VSCs are utilized in various other power-electronic-based applications e.g. power filters electric drives flexible AC transmission technologies high voltage DC transmission systems etc. In all of these applications the VSC is interfaced to the utility grid through either L-or LCL-filters. The filter is mainly responsible for attenuating the switching harmonics generated by the VSC. LCL-filters however are preferred due to their lower cost and superior harmonic attenuation capability compared to L-filters.

Regardless of their application grid-connected VSCs generally require a regulation scheme for controlling their current. In case of L-filter-based systems the VSC current is regulated by well-known vector control strategies. For the vector control of LCL-filter-based VSCs however very limited specifically tailored vector control strategies exist. The conventional approach in such cases is to neglect the capacitor dynamics. Therefore the vector controller is designed by considering the equivalent series connection of the LCL-filter inductors simplifying the control problem to that of a first-order system. As third-order systems however LCL-filters could potentially result in oscillatory and/or unstable dynamic behavior if the closed-loop system is not properly damped. Therefore a damping strategy must accompany the vector controller.

The damping of the LCL-filter resonance has been extensively investigated in the literature and various methods have been proposed which are mainly classified in two main categories: (1) Passive Damping (PD) and (2) Active Damping (AD). Passive damping is mainly based on adding resistive elements to the LCL-filter. The simplest PD method is the series connection of a resistor with the capacitor. PD methods are generally straightforward to implement and provide effective damping if the filter parameters are properly chosen. The damping losses however could noticeably decrease the system overall efficiency unless the switching and sampling frequencies are sufficiently high. Contrary to PD methods AD ones do not require additional passive elements and damp the system by modifying the structure of the vector control strategy. AD methods could themselves be categorized in two main classes: (1) multiloop and (2) filter-based. In the multiloop approach controlling more system state variables compared to conventional current vector regulation approaches the potential resonance modes are damped and the stability is guaranteed. Therefore in such methods more than one current loop is required which necessitates more sensors leading to higher overall system cost. In the filter-based approach no extra sensors are required as low-pass or notch filters are added to the output of the controller to damp the closed-loop system. In none of the aforementioned approaches however the axisdecoupling i.e. the decoupling between the direct (d) and quadrature (q) current axes is considered.

This paper proposes a vector control strategy for the LCL-filter-based grid-connected VSCs that has inherent damping capability and does not require extra damping strategies. Moreover the proposed vector control strategy is able to fully decouple the dq-axes of the current. The design procedure shapes the open-loop and closed-loop transfer function matrices of the LCL-filter-based system. This is in contrast with the conventional approaches that design the controller matrix assuming an L-filter-
based system. The proposed controller guarantees system stability and provides satisfactory and robust performance over a wide range of operating points.

The elements of the controller matrix have an integrator similar to PI-controllers however they have more zeros which permit the controller matrix to compensate for the potentially unstable poles of the LCL-filter-based system. To determine the coefficients of the controller matrix a constrained optimization-based loop shaping method is adopted [25]. It uses the multi-input multi-output (MIMO) nonparametric model of the LCL-filter-based system along with a linearly parameterized high-order MIMO controller to form the open-loop transfer function matrix. Solving a constrained optimization problem the second norm of the error between the obtained open-loop transfer function matrix and a desired one is minimized and the coefficients of the assumed controller are optimally determined. The minimization problem guarantees the stability and desired dynamic performance of the closed-loop system.

To ensure the axis-decoupling the off-diagonal elements of the desired open-loop transfer function matrix are set to zero.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the study system. Section III presents the proposed damping vector control strategy and details its design procedure. Based on simulation and experimental results the performance of the proposed vector controller is evaluated in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.

II. STUDY SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1 shows the single-line diagram of the study system which comprises a three-phase VSC interfaced to the utility grid though an LCL-filter and a coupling transformer. The filter is composed of a grid-side inductor \( L_g \) a capacitor \( C \) and a VSC-side inductor \( L_c \). The internal resistance of \( L_g \) and \( L_c \) are represented by \( R_g \) and \( R_c \) respectively. The VSC DC-side is fed by a continuous voltage source and therefore its dynamics are neglected in this paper. Table I presents the parameters of the study system of Fig. 1. According to the parameters of Table I the resonance frequency of the LCL-filter-based system is calculated as follows [26]:

\[
f_{\text{res}} = \frac{\sqrt{(L_g+L_c)/L_gL_cC}}{2} = 1667 \text{Hz} \tag{1}
\]

In the system of Fig. 1 for synchronization a phase-locked loop (PLL) is utilized which extracts the phase-angle of the grid voltage and forces its q-component to zero. Therefore to regulate the real and reactive power exchange a vector control strategy is adopted that controls the d- and q-components of the grid current which are proportional to the real and reactive power respectively. Feeding the errors between the dq-components of the grid current and their respective reference values to the controller the control signals i.e. the dq-components of the PWM block input signals \( v_t dq \) are then generated. The vector controller is also in charge of damping the system around its resonance frequency. All inputs/outputs of the proposed control system are illustrated in the respective block diagram of Fig. 1.
III. HIGH-ORDER DAMPING VECTOR CONTROL STRATEGY

In this section the design procedure of the damping vector control strategy for LCL-filter-based VSCs is detailed which is based on a constrained optimization-based loop shaping method [25]. It uses the MIMO nonparametric model of the system i.e. \( G(j\omega) \) along with a linearly parameterized MIMO controller i.e. \( K(z) \) to form an open-loop transfer function matrix i.e. \( L(j\omega) = G(j\omega)K(j\omega) \forall \omega \in \mathbb{R} \).

**A. Nonparametric Model**

In order to design the damping vector control strategy the first step is to determine the nonparametric model of the system. The goal of the vector control strategy is to regulate the \( dq \)-components of the grid current i.e. \( i_{gq} \) by providing the \( dq \)-components of the PWM input signals i.e. \( v_{tdq} \). Therefore the inputs of the to-be-controlled system are \( v_{tdq} \) while its outputs are \( i_{gq} \). Thus the system transfer function matrix is

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
i_{gq} \\
i_{gq}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
G_{11} & G_{12} \\
G_{21} & G_{22}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
v_{td} \\
v_{tq}
\end{bmatrix}
\tag{2}
\]

To achieve the nonparametric model of the system of Fig. 1 exciting \( v_{td} \) with a stimulus signal e.g. pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) [27] the frequency response of \( G_{11} \) and \( G_{21} \) could be identified as

\[
G_{11}(j\omega) = \frac{\mathbb{V}(i_{gq})}{\mathbb{F}(v_{td})} \quad \text{and} \quad G_{21}(j\omega) = \frac{\mathbb{V}(i_{gq})}{\mathbb{F}(v_{tq})}
\tag{3}
\]

The same holds for obtaining \( G_{22} \) and \( G_{12} \) through the excitation of \( v_{tq} \). It must be noted that the identification sampling frequency i.e. \( fs id \) could be different from the control sampling frequency i.e. \( fs \) and in this paper \( fs id = 5kHz \) which is compatible with the Shannon theorem.

Fig. 2 depicts the identified nonparametric model corresponding to the system of Fig. 1 whose parameters are set according to Table I. The identified nonparametric model confirms the resonance phenomenon at frequencies around the predicted resonance frequency of 1677 Hz. Therefore the controller matrix must be chosen and designed such that in the closed-loop system the gains at frequencies around the resonance frequency are well attenuated.

**B. Design Procedure**

Based on the dynamic performance and the decoupling requirements a desired open-loop transfer function matrix i.e. \( LD(s) \) is also formed and its diagonal and off-diagonal elements are determined. Minimizing the second norm of the error between the open-loop transfer function matrix and the desired one the coefficients of the controller are optimally determined. To ensure the stability and the required dynamic performance of the closed-loop system the minimization problem is subject to constraints. The design procedure is divided into three main steps: (1) the determination of the required non-parametric model, (2) the determination of the class of the controller, and (3) solving the optimization problem and finding the optimal coefficients of the controller. In the following, the steps are detailed.

**A. Nonparametric Model**

In order to design the damping vector control strategy the first step is to determine the nonparametric model of the system. The goal of the vector control strategy is to regulate the \( dq \)-components of the grid current i.e. \( i_{gq} \) by providing the \( dq \)-components of the PWM input signals i.e. \( v_{tdq} \). Therefore the inputs of the to-be-controlled system are \( v_{tdq} \) while its outputs are \( i_{gq} \). Thus the system transfer function matrix is

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
i_{gq} \\
i_{gq}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
G_{11} & G_{12} \\
G_{21} & G_{22}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
v_{td} \\
v_{tq}
\end{bmatrix}
\tag{2}
\]

To achieve the nonparametric model of the system of Fig. 1 exciting \( v_{td} \) with a stimulus signal e.g. pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) [27] the frequency response of \( G_{11} \) and \( G_{21} \) could be identified as

\[
G_{11}(j\omega) = \frac{\mathbb{V}(i_{gq})}{\mathbb{F}(v_{td})} \quad \text{and} \quad G_{21}(j\omega) = \frac{\mathbb{V}(i_{gq})}{\mathbb{F}(v_{tq})}
\tag{3}
\]

The same holds for obtaining \( G_{22} \) and \( G_{12} \) through the excitation of \( v_{tq} \). It must be noted that the identification sampling frequency i.e. \( fs id \) could be different from the control sampling frequency i.e. \( fs \) and in this paper \( fs id = 5kHz \) which is compatible with the Shannon theorem.

Fig. 2 depicts the identified nonparametric model corresponding to the system of Fig. 1 whose parameters are set according to Table I. The identified nonparametric model confirms the resonance phenomenon at frequencies around the predicted resonance frequency of 1677 Hz. Therefore the controller matrix must be chosen and designed such that in the closed-loop system the gains at frequencies around the resonance frequency are well attenuated.
**B. Controller Class**

The vector control strategy is responsible for regulating the \(dq\)-components of the grid current through manipulating the \(dq\)-components of VSC terminal voltage i.e. \(vt dq\). Therefore to control such a system a \(2 \times 2\) controller is required. A generic form of such a multivariable discrete-time controller in the \(z\)-domain is given by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
vt, d \\
vt, q
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} k_{11} & k_{12} \\ k_{21} & k_{22} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} ed \\ eq \end{bmatrix}
\]  

(4)

where \(e_d\) and \(e_q\) are the current errors in the \(d\)- and \(q\)-axes respectively. The structural diagram of the controller is depicted in Fig. 3.

Conventional vector control strategies for L-filter-based VSCs utilize PI-controllers as the elements of the controller matrix. In such systems only one dominant pole exists in each axis which could be compensated by the zero of the utilized PI-controller. This is no longer valid as more poles are introduced by the additional passive LC elements. Thus if PI-controllers are used for compensated and therefore damping strategies are high-order controllers are utilized as the elements of the controller such that no extra damping strategies are required for the system. For example \(K_{11}\) is given by in which the vector \(\rho\) contains the controller matrix coefficients as follows:

\[
K_{11}(z, \rho) = (\rho_1 + \rho_2 z + \rho_3 z^2 + \rho_4 z^3 + \rho_5 z^4 + \rho_6 z^5) / (1 - z^{-1})
\]  

(5)

Therefore, the open-loop transfer function matrix of the LCL-filter-based system is given by

\[
L(j \omega, \rho) = G(j \omega) K(j \omega, \rho) = \begin{bmatrix} L_{11} & L_{12} \\ L_{21} & L_{22} \end{bmatrix}
\]  

(7)

**C. Optimization-Based Loop Shaping**

The loop shaping of the open-loop transfer function matrix \(L\) is carried out by minimizing the square second norm of the error between the individual entries of \(L\) and a desired open-loop transfer function matrix \(LD(s)\). Consequently the control design procedure turns into an optimization problem as follows [25]:

\[
\min \|L(p) - L_D\|^2 \quad \text{(8)}
\]

The desired open-loop transfer function matrix \(L_D\) is chosen to meet the system requirements e.g. satisfactory dynamic response and reduced coupling between the outputs i.e. \(ig d\) and \(ig q\). In this paper the desired open-loop transfer function is selected as

\[
L_D(S) = \begin{bmatrix} \omega c / s & 0 \\ 0 & \omega c / s \end{bmatrix}
\]  

(9)

in which \(\omega_c = 1200\) rad/s. Note that the bandwidth of the closed-loop system is manipulated by the choice of \(\omega_c\).

In order to ensure the stability also the dynamic performance of the to-be-designed controller the minimization problem is subject to several constraints. The reference proves that to shape the sensitivity function of the closed-loop system the minimization problem must be subject to the following linear constraints:

\[
\|W_1(j \omega)[1+LD(j \omega, \rho)] \|_1 \{[1+L_{D1}(j \omega)]/[1+L_{C1}(j \omega, \rho)] \} < \infty \quad \forall \omega \in \mathbb{R} \quad \text{and} \quad q=1,2,..\quad (10)
\]

where \(W_1(j \omega)\) is a weighting filter. In this paper, \(W_1(j \omega) = 0.5\), which guarantees a gain margin of at least 2 and a phase margin of greater than 29° [28]. Moreover, to ensure the stability of the closed-loop system, the minimization problem must satisfy the general Nyquist stability criterion. Therefore, as proved in [25], the minimization problem must also satisfy the following constraints:

\[
r_1(\omega, \rho) - \Re \{[1+L_{D1}(j \omega)]/[1+L_{C1}(j \omega, \rho)]\} / \|1+L_{D1}(j \omega)\| < 0
\]

\[
\forall \omega \quad \text{and} \quad q=1,2 \quad (11)
\]

where \(r_1(\omega, \rho)\) and \(r_2(\omega, \rho)\) are defined as

\[
r_1(\omega, \rho) = \Re [L_{11}(j \omega, \rho)] \quad (12)
\]

\[
r_2(\omega, \rho) = \Re [L_{12}(j \omega, \rho)] \quad (13)
\]

The optimization problem of (8) constrained to (10) and (11) known as a semi infinite problem (SIP) includes infinite number of constraints and finite number of variables. A practical solution to this problem is to neglect the frequencies above a certain frequency i.e. \(\omega_{\text{max}}\) for which the gains of the elements of the open-loop transfer function matrix are close to zero. In discrete-time systems the frequencies above the Nyquist frequency could be neglected. Moreover in order to have a finite number of frequency points the gridded frequency interval \([0, \omega_{\text{max}}]\)

\[
\|L(p) - L_D\|_2^2 \approx \sum_{k=1}^{N} \|L(j \omega_k, \rho) - L_D(j \omega_k)\|_2
\]  

(14)
Where $\| \cdot \|_F$ is the Frobenius norm [25]. Therefore, the following optimization problem is deduced:

$$\min_{p} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \| L(j\omega_k, \rho) - L^D(j\omega_k) \|_F$$

15 subject to $|W_1(j\omega_k) (1 + L^D(j\omega_k))| - R \{ 1 + L^D(-j\omega_k) \} < 0$ for $k = 1, \ldots, N$ and $q = 1, 2$

$r_3(\omega_k, \rho) - R \{ 1 + L^D(-j\omega_k) \} (1 + L^D(j\omega_k, \rho)) |1 + L^D(j\omega_k)| < 0$ for $k = 1, \ldots, N$, and $q = 1, 2$.

Solving the minimization problem of (15) for the identified nonparametric model, the controller matrix is calculated in (16), matrix of the system of Fig. 1 for two vector controllers:

1) the proposed damping vector controller and

2) the multivariable-PI vector controller.

\begin{align*}
K(j\omega) &= \begin{bmatrix}
-2.75 & -2.75 & -2.75 & -2.75 \\
0.01 & 0.01 & 0.01 & 0.01 \\
-2.75 & -2.75 & -2.75 & -2.75 \\
0.01 & 0.01 & 0.01 & 0.01 \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\frac{CL(j\omega)}{L(j\omega)} &= \begin{bmatrix}
CL_{11} & CL_{12} \\
CL_{21} & CL_{22} \\
\end{bmatrix} = L(j\omega) \frac{1}{1 + L(j\omega)} \forall \omega \in \mathbb{R} \\
\end{align*}

Fig. 4. Frequency response of the proposed damping vector controller.

Fig. 5. Frequency response of the closed-loop transfer function

Shown at the bottom of this page. Obtaining the frequency response of the designed controller which is shown in Fig. 4 the frequency response of the open-loop transfer function matrix could be achieved as $L(j\omega) = G(j\omega)K(j\omega) \forall \omega \in \mathbb{R}$. Moreover the frequency response of the closed-loop system could be achieved as

\begin{align*}
K(j\omega) &= \begin{bmatrix}
-2.75 & -2.75 & -2.75 & -2.75 \\
0.01 & 0.01 & 0.01 & 0.01 \\
-2.75 & -2.75 & -2.75 & -2.75 \\
0.01 & 0.01 & 0.01 & 0.01 \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
\frac{CL(j\omega)}{L(j\omega)} &= \begin{bmatrix}
CL_{11} & CL_{12} \\
CL_{21} & CL_{22} \\
\end{bmatrix} = L(j\omega) \frac{1}{1 + L(j\omega)} \forall \omega \in \mathbb{R} \\
\end{align*}

Fig. 5 depicts the frequency response of the closed-loop system of the LCL-filter-based system for two controllers:

1) a multivariable-PI vector control strategy for which no damping is used and

2) the proposed damping vector control strategy. It confirms that the proposed vector control strategy is capable of damping the closed-loop system around the resonance frequency while providing the same bandwidth as the multivariable-PI vector controller. Moreover the axis decoupling of the proposed vector control strategy as reflected in the very low gains of the off-diagonal elements of $CL$, i.e. $CL_{12}$ and $CL_{21}$ is superior compared to the multivariable-PI case

D. Uncertainties in the System Parameters

The controller of (16) is designed for the system of Fig. 1 where the parameters are exactly set according to Table I. In order to obtain the required nonparametric model of such a system for the controller design identification is carried out in a simulation test bench. However the parameters of a dual experimental system could be different from those of the simulation-based case due to measurement errors in the LCL filter values and/or grid impedance. Even if the identification is carried out directly on the experimental setup the aging phenomenon and/or identification errors could still lead to inconsistencies between the identified nonparametric model and the real one. Since designed for the nominal parameters of the system the controller of (16) may not
guarantee the stability of the system if the latter are substantially perturbed. However it must be noted that due to its extra zeros compared to conventional PI-controllers the high-order controller could still achieve a remarkable robustness margin with respect to variations in the system parameters.

In order to guarantee the robustness with respect to variations of the LCL-filter parameters and/or grid impedance the controller could be designed for a family of \( m \) nonparametric models corresponding to several values of the LCL-filters and/or grid impedance. Thus the stability of the system for the assumed family of models could be guaranteed. In such a case the design problem of (14) turns into the following:

\[
\min_p \sum_{i=1}^m \sum_{K=1}^N \left\| L_i(j\omega_k,p) - L_{Dq}(j\omega_k) \right\| F \quad (18)
\]

subject to

\[
r_{iq}(\omega_k, \rho) \left[ 1 + L_{Dq}(j\omega_k) \right] - R_1 [1 + L_{Dq}(-j\omega_k)] [1 + L_{iq}(j\omega_k, \rho)] < 0
\]

for \( k = 1, \ldots, N, i = 1, \ldots, m, \) and \( q = 1, 2 \)

\[
|W_i(j\omega_k) [1+L_{Dq}(j\omega_k)]| - R_1 [1 + L_{Dq}(-j\omega_k)] [1 + L_{iq}(j\omega_k, \rho)] < 0
\]

for \( k = 1, \ldots, N, i = 1, \ldots, m, \) and \( q = 1, 2. \)

In this paper for the sake of simplicity only one model corresponding to the system of Table I is utilized in the design which is proven to be adequate for demonstration purposes in terms of both accuracy and validity.

**Fuel Cell**: A fuel cell is a device that converts the chemical energy from a fuel into electricity through a chemical reaction with oxygen or another oxidizing agent. Hydrogen is the most common fuel, but hydrocarbons such as natural gas and alcohols like methanol are sometimes used. Fuel cells are different from batteries in that they require a constant source of fuel and oxygen/air to sustain the chemical reaction; however, fuel cells can produce electricity continuously for as long as these inputs are supplied.

**PV Cell**: PV cells are made of special materials called semiconductors and in this case, silicon. When a photon (a light particle) hits the panel, it has enough energy to knock an electron loose, allowing it to flow freely. The panel then has several electrical fields to force the electrons to move in a certain direction, creating a current which can be used to do work.

**IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION**

In this section the performance of the proposed damping vector control strategy for grid-connected VSCs with LCL filters is evaluated by means of simulation and experimental results.

**A. Simulation Results**

The simulation results of the proposed damping vector control strategy in the MATLAB/Simulink environment are reported in this section and are shown in Figs. 6–9. The LCL-filter-based grid-connected VSC of Fig. 1 is adopted whose parameters are set according to Table I. The damping vector control strategy regulates the \( dq \)-components of the grid current. The simulation studies are conducted to demonstrate the performance of the proposed controller under two scenarios: 1) reference tracking in the \( d \)-axis while the reference value of the \( q \)-axis is fixed and

2) Reference tracking in the \( q \)-axis while the reference value of the \( d \)-axis is fixed. Moreover the same reference tracking tests are repeated while the filter parameters are different from the ones used in the design procedure in order to evaluate the sensitivity of the proposed vector control strategy to the LCL-filter parameters variations

1) **Reference Tracking Tests: Reference Tracking in \( d \)-Axis**: The reference value of the \( q \)-axis is kept constant at \(-6 \) A while the reference value of the \( d \)-axis steps up from \(-2 \) A to \( 5 \) A at the time instant \( t = 20 \) ms
Fig. 6. Simulation response of the system of Fig. 1 to the reference change in the $d$-axis: (a) the three-phase grid voltage, (b) the three-phase grid current, (c) the three-phase converter current, and (d) the $d$- and $q$-components of the grid current.

Fig. 7. Simulation response of the system of Fig. 1 to the reference change in the $q$-axis: (a) the three-phase grid voltage, (b) the three-phase grid current, (c) the three-phase converter current, and (d) the $d$- and $q$-components of the grid current implying a change in the active power flow as well. Fig. 6(a) depicts the three-phase grid voltage which remains unchanged during the reference tracking change. Fig. 6(b) and (c) show the three-phase converter and grid currents respectively. The $dq$-components of the grid current which are regulated by the high-order vector control strategy at their respective values are also shown in Fig. 6(d). The latter confirms that upon the step-change in the $d$-axis no resonance occurs in the system and the reference value is tracked in almost 1 ms. Moreover, upon the step-change in the $d$-axis the $q$-axis remains unchanged proving the decoupling capability of the proposed controller.
Fig. 8. Simulation response of the system of Fig. 1 to the reference change in the $d$-axis while the LCL-filter parameters contain uncertainties: (a) the three-phase load voltage, (b) the three-phase grid current, (c) the three-phase converter current, and (d) the $d$- and $q$-components of the grid current.

Reference Tracking in $q$-Axis: Another reference tracking test is carried out to evaluate the performance of the controller upon step-changes in the reference value of the $q$-axis while the reference value of the $d$-axis is fixed at 6 A. The reference value of the $q$-axis is stepped up from 0 to 8 A at the time instant $t = 20$ ms. Fig. 7(a)–(c) depict the three-phase grid voltage, grid current, and converter current respectively. Prior and subsequent to the step-change the grid voltage remains unchanged while the grid and converter currents are changed by the controller. Fig. 7(d) shows the $dq$-components of the grid current which are regulated at their requested set-points. Upon the step-change in its reference value the $q$-component reaches its final value in almost 1 ms while the $d$-component is practically unaffected due to the decoupling effect of the controller. Moreover, the resonance is experienced neither upon the change of the reference signal nor in the steady-state operation.

2) Sensitivity to Filter Parameters:
In order to evaluate the sensitivity of the proposed controller to the variations in the LCL-filter parameters two reference tracking tests similar to those of the previous section are conducted. The LCL-filter-based system of Fig. 1 is adopted in which the vector control block is the controller matrix of (16) The parameters of the system are also set according to Table I except for the LCL-filter whose parameters are $L_c = 1.5$ mH, $C = 0.9$ mH.

Fig. 9. Simulation response of the system of Fig. 1 to the reference change in the $q$-axis while the LCL-filter parameters contain uncertainties: (a) the three-phase grid voltage, (b) the three-phase grid current, (c) the three-phase converter current, and (d) the $d$- and $q$-components of the grid current and $C = 10$ μF. Therefore, according to (1) the resonance frequency of this LCL-filter is 2113 Hz which is significantly more than the resonance frequency of the LCL-filter for which the vector controller of (16) is designed.

In the first reference tracking test the reference value of the $q$-axis is kept constant at 6 A and that of the $d$-axis steps up from −2 A to 5 A at the time instant $t = 20$ ms. The grid three-phase voltage is shown in Fig. 8(a) and the three-phase converter and grid currents are depicted in Fig. 8(b) and (c) respectively. The $dq$-components of the grid current are also shown in Fig. 8(d) which are accurately regulated at their reference values by the controller. Upon the step-change in the reference value of the $d$-axis the $d$-component of the grid current tracks its reference in almost 1 ms. However, negligible resonance lasting for less than a cycle is visible on the $dq$-components of the grid current as well as on the converter and grid currents.

As the second reference tracking test the $d$-axis reference value is set at 6 A while that of the $q$-axis changes from 0 to 8 A. The three-phase grid voltage, grid current, and converter current are depicted in Fig. 9(a)–(c) respectively. The $dq$-components of the grid current are also shown in Fig. 9(d). Upon the step-change in the $q$-axis reference signal the controller regulates the $q$-axis of the grid current at its requested value in almost 1 ms while the $d$-axis is negligibly affected due to the resonance phenomenon for less than one cycle. The grid and converter currents also experience this negligible resonance for less than one cycle.

Fig. 10. Experimental results of the system of Fig. 1 to the reference change in the $d$-axis: (a) the three-phase grid voltage, (b) the three-phase grid current, and (c) the three-phase converter current.
The last two reference tracking tests confirm that the proposed vector controller is capable of regulating the \(dq\)-components and damps the system despite uncertainties in the LCL-filter parameters.

**B. Experimental Results**

In order to experimentally verify the findings two reference tracking tests similar to those of the simulation section are conducted. A laboratory prototype with the same layout as the study system of Fig. 1 is adopted whose parameters are set based on those given in Table I. The proposed high-order vector controller of (16) is implemented in a fully customized digital control platform based on a DSP/FPGA combination namely the *Boombox* designed and developed in the Laboratory of Industrial Electronics at the EPFL [30].

*Reference Tracking in d-Axis:* The reference value of the \(q\)-axis is kept constant at \(-6\) A while the reference value of the \(d\)-axis steps up from \(-2\) A to \(5\) A at the time instant \(t = 20\) ms. Fig. 10(a) depicts the three-phase grid voltage which is slightly affected upon the step-change in the current. The reason is that the internal impedance of the grid is not negligible in the experiment. Fig. 10(b) and (c) show the three-phase converter and grid currents respectively. Since a data logging scheme has not yet been implemented all measurements are captured by means of a digital oscilloscope and the \(dq\)-components of the grid current are not shown.

*Reference Tracking in q-Axis:* Another reference tracking test is carried out to experimentally evaluate the performance of the controller upon a step-change in the reference value of the \(q\)-axis while the reference value of the \(d\)-axis is fixed at \(6\) A. The reference value of the \(q\)-axis is stepped up from \(0\) to \(8\) A at the time instant \(t = 20\) ms. Fig. 11(a)–(c) depict the three-phase grid voltage grid current and converter current respectively.

![Fig. 11](image_url)

*Fig. 11.* Experimental results of the system of Fig. 1 to the reference change in the \(q\)-axis: (a) the three-phase grid voltage (b) the three-phase grid current and (c) the three-phase converter current. Subsequent to the step-change the grid voltage experiences minor transients due to its internal impedance.

In both aforementioned experimental tests the three-phase grid and converter currents follow the requested changes with zero steady-state error. Moreover the currents do not contain resonance frequency ripples which confirms the capability of the controller in terms of closed-loop system damping. In addition it can be observed that in all cases the experimental results are in very good agreement with the respective simulation results.
Fig 12: PV CELL CURRENT WAVEFORM

Fig 13: PV CELL VOLTAGE WAVEFORM

Fig 14: PV CELL POWER WAVEFORM

V. CONCLUSION

A novel control strategy for grid connected VSC with LCL filters by using Fuel cell and PV cell is proposed in this paper. To damp the resonance phenomenon of the LCL-filter a MIMO controller matrix is adopted whose elements are linearly parameterized high-order controllers with integrators. Contrary to the existing vector control schemes for VSCs with LCL-filters and PV cell the proposed approach does not require extra damping methods. Moreover the dynamic performance of the proposed approach is similar to the existing ones while its axis-decoupling capability is superior. The design procedure of the proposed controller is based on loop shaping and has three main steps: (1) attaining a nonparametric model of the system (2) determining the class of the to-be-designed controller and (3) solving a constrained convex optimization problem. The performance of the controller is evaluated for several reference tracking scenarios. Based on simulation and experimental results it is concluded that the proposed vector controller shows excellent dynamic performance in terms of reference tracking axis-decoupling and resonance attenuation upon step-changes in the set-points of the dq-components of current. Moreover despite uncertainties in the LCL-filter parameters the dynamic performance of the controller is acceptable.
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